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In order to determine how muh of the ux in our soure region is atually fromthe outer parts of the galaxy luster, we split the luster into two omponents, andraytraed these images independently using the SAOsa software. We assume thatusing a �=1.035' observation for the baseline image to raytrae is appropriate tostudy how the soure hanges as it is moved further o�-axis. We set the relativeweights of the inside and outside regions by dividing the ratio of inside/outside uxfor the observation by that of a raytrae with equal photon densities. Raytraingthe inside and outside soures independently allows us to determine the relativeontributions at a given position. We also ombine the inside and outside raytraesto make diret omparisons to the observations.In order to minimize the ontamination from outer parts of the soure yet max-imize the amount of ux we get from the soure, we hoose an ellipse where 1% ofthe ux in the o�-axis raytraes omes from the outside region. A line is drawn inFigure3a below to indiate this ellipse (63-pixel semi-major axis).As in the previous analysis, we present 3 diagnosti ratios between the o�- andon-axis observations. Two of these ratios inlude position- and energy-dependentorretions, for whih we reate exposure maps in given energy bands, weighted by a�t to the on-axis spetrum. The data are bakground subtrated using the standardACIS bakground datasets, normalized by the high-energy (9.5-12 keV) ounts inthe observation.� the raw ounts ratio R1, whih is the observed vignetting funtion, whihinludes all e�ets in the system (mirrors, support strutures, detetor non-uniformities, et.)� QE-orreted surfae brightness ratio, R2. If the CALDB QE urves are or-ret, then this ratio is the telesope optial vignetting, whih we assume to bepure HRMA vignetting.� QE+EA orreted surfae brightness ratio, R3, where EA is the HRMA e�e-tive area from the CALDB. Sine these are orreted for all vignetting e�ets,this ratio would equal unity for an aurate vignetting orretion.
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R1 = �s1 � �b1�s0 � �b0 = ( Ns1Ast1 � Nb1f1Abt1 )( Ns0Ast0 � Nb0f0Abt0 ) (1)
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R2 = ( Ns1AsQs1t1 � Nb1f1AbQb1t1 )( Ns0AsQs0t0 � Nb0f0AbQb0t0 ) (1)
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R3 = ( Ns1AsQs1Vs1t1 � Nb1f1AbQb1Vb1t1 )( Ns0AsQs0Vs0t0 � Nb0f0AbQb0Vb0t0 ) (1)
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where � is the surfae brightness, N is the number of ounts, A is the area of the region, t is thee�etive exposure time, f is the bakground-saling fator based on high-energy uxes, and Q and Vare the QE and vignetting orretions in the CALDB. Subsripts 0 and 1 denote on-axis and o�-axis,respetively, while s and b refer to soure versus bakground.
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Figure 3. a)Cumulative ounts for the o�-axis raytraes showing the ut-o� of our soure region.b)O�-axis/On-axis surfae brightness ratios for G21.5-0.9, �=5'. )Surfae brightness ratios for Abell1795 (1000 ounts per energy bin). d)Surfae brightness ratios for Abell 1795 (0.25 keV energy bins).
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QE variations between these two observations show up when the raw ounts ratiosand QE-orreted ratios, R1 and R2 respetively, are not in agreement with eahother, as they were for G21.5. This is espeially evident at low energies beause ofthe ontamination of the ACIS OBF. The QE+EA orreted ratios show that theHRMA vignetting in the CALDB is good to within 10% and shows some indiationthat the G21.5 measurements are a�eted by pileup, ausing R3 to be greater than 1.Future improvements to the vignetting measurement may inlude using larger soureregions o�-axis to trak the growth of the PSF, ensuring that we are omparingonsistent regions of the astrophysial soure.
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We extend our alibration of the as-measured vignetting of the foalplane by the Chandra optis by analyzing an o�-axis pointing of A1795, agalaxy luster. The observation yielded data whih are relatively bright,yet not piled up. Earlier measurements of telesope vignetting usingG21.5-0.9 are ompliated by pileup. We have performed a sensitivityanalysis to determine the e�et of the extended nature of A1795 onmeasurements of the vignetting. We present the results of this analysisas well as the determined vignetting value in the ontext of our previous�ndings.
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Earlier measurements of the HRMA vignetting1 used a series of o�-axis observations of the bright supernova remnant G21.5-0.9. Ideallyvignetting measurements would be made with a bright point soure,but we are limited by pileup as we must use ACIS for spetral sen-sitivity. Surfae brightness ratios for G21.5, orreted for HRMA vi-gnetting, atually showed values greater than unity, pointing towardeither a pileup problem or an overestimate in the vignetting orretionfrom the telesope models. Analysis of two ACIS \standard andles" byAlexey Vikhlinin2, G21.5 and E0102, points to pileup as a problem inux measurements of these two SNRs. The pileup fration is as largeas 5.4% for on-axis observations of G21.5. Vikhlinin3 also pointed outthat on- and o�-axis observations of the galaxy luster Abell 1795 wereavailable, and his preliminary analysis yielded orreted ux ratios of�1. Sine the extended nature of the soure adds ompliations to thevignetting analysis, we perform a sensitivity study to examine ontami-nation from other parts of the soure as the PSF broadens o�-axis.
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Figure 1: a) OBSID 5287, 1.035' o�-axis, on ACIS-S3. b) OBSID 5290, 6.683' o�-axis, on ACIS-I3.Soure region to be an ellipse suh that 1% of ux o�-axis is from outside of the ellipse, as determinedfrom raytraes.
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We use two 15 kse ACIS observations of Abell 1795 whih are relativelybright and do not su�er from pileup. Unlike the observations of G21.5,the A1795 observations do not trak the soure with the SIM in orderto minimize the QE di�erenes. OBSID 5287, our on-axis observation,is atually 1.035' o�-axis. The o�-axis observation is OBSID 5290, andwas taken 6.683' o�-axis. This 6.7' observation plaes Abell 1795 inthe orner of I3, so the raw ount ratios are a�eted by QE di�erenesbetween observations, espeially at low energies due to the ontamina-tion of the ACIS OBF. We hoose an ellipse for our soure region suhthat 1% of the ux o�-axis is sattered in from outside the ellipse, asdetermined by the raytraes.
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Figure 2: a) Inside and outside regions raytraed from 1.035' image, at �=1.035' (top row) and�=6.683' (bottom row). b) Comparison of observations (top row) to raytraed images (bottown row).
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